
Context as a Social ConstructVarol AkmanDepartment of Computer Engineering and Information ScienceBilkent UniversityBilkent, Ankara 06533, Turkeyakman@cs.bilkent.edu.trAbstractThis position paper1 argues that in additionto the familiar approach using formal contexts,there is now a need in AI to study contexts associal constructs. As a successful example of thelatter approach, I draw attention to `interpreta-tion' (in the sense of literary theory), viz. thereconstruction of intended meaning of a literarytext that takes into account the context in whichthe author assumed the reader would place thetext. An important contribution here comes fromHarris (1988), enumerating the seven crucial di-mensions of context: knowledge of reality, knowl-edge of language, and the authorial, generic, col-lective, speci�c, and textual dimensions. Finally,two thought-provoking papers in interpretation,(Barwise 1989) and (Hobbs 1990), are analyzedas useful attempts which also come to grips withthe notion of context.Keywords: (situated) context, co-text, interpre-tation, belief system, text, author, reader\[I]n the construction of a satisfactory theory of con-text, the linguist's account of the interpretation ofutterances must of necessity draw upon [: : :] the the-ories and �ndings of the social sciences in general."(Lyons 1995, p. 292)IntroductionStarting with McCarthy's celebrated article (1987)which formulated the need for (and a glimpse of)formal contexts, a great majority of the AI-basedworks on context had a logical|thus computational|character. (I refer the reader to (Akman and Surav1996) for a reasonably detailed review of these works.)While I regard this tendency healthy and of fundamen-tal importance, it is refreshing to see that the \Call forParticipation" for the Context Fall Symposium notedthat \[o]ther academic disciplines, such as linguistics,philosophy, and anthropology, have also studied vari-ous aspects of the context phenomena." I believe thatany serious progress in further delineating the notion1Copyright c 1997, American Association for Arti�cialIntelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

of context will have to borrow from these disciplines,and additionally, from psychology and literary theory.Clark's recent book (1996), which argues that languageuse embodies both individual and social processes, maybe regarded as a �ne example of the contribution theformer discipline (psychology) can make to the scien-ti�c study of context. It is my intention to consider thelatter discipline (literary theory) in this paper. Specif-ically, I want to recast a book, (Harris 1988), and twopapers in literary interpretation, (Barwise 1989) and(Hobbs 1990), and explain what important observa-tions they include vis-�a-vis context. Being a prelimi-nary report, this paper is terse and possibly cryptic; Ihope to remedy this situation in the full version.Context and ExperienceIn an article originally written more than 15 years ago,Clark and Carlson (1992, p. 60) noted that \[a]lthoughthe notion of context plays a central role in most cur-rent explanations of language understanding, what cancount as context is generally unde�ned." I think thatthis situation has not changed much, but hasten toadd that now we probably have a better idea whywe need to de�ne and circumscribe (in the dictionarysense of this word) the extent of context. For, again inthe words of Clark and Carlson (1992, p. 60), \[i]f it[context] includes any information a listener can makeavailable to himself, then it loses much of its power toexplain" (my emphasis).First, an obvious question. Can there be a notion ofsentence meaning that is independent of context, i.e.,a level at which a given sentence has a single meaning,but may be employed for di�erent purposes? I believethat the answer many semanticists usually give to thisquestion is at least partly in the a�rmative. In fact,according to orthodox semantic theory (Allen 1995, p.228), there is a representation of context-independentmeaning called the logical form, and the aim of seman-tic interpretation is simply to map a sentence to itslogical form. While this approach yielded many usefulresults for the toy examples of semantic theory (espe-cially in regard to indexicals and de�nite descriptions),I think it is misdirected in general and cannot really



be of much use in an AI-based study of context. Forexample, it has been pointed out numerous times thateven sentences such as \The cat is on the mat" requirea minimal (non-empty) set of background conditions,e.g., that the earth's gravitational �eld is in e�ect, thatthe mat is lying at, that the mat is a standard (nor-mal size) mat, and so on. In the words of Fish (1980,p. 310):It is impossible even to think of a sentence inde-pendently of context, and when we are asked toconsider a sentence for which no context has beenspeci�ed, we will automatically hear it in the con-text in which it has been most often encountered.(my emphasis)Considerations such as these dictate that `experi-ence' may be a comprehensive synonym for `total con-text,' because \only that which has entered our expe-rience is available to aid us in interpretation" (Harris1988, p. 78). Clearly, this experience is a social andcultural construct: it is shaped and obtained by an in-dividual growing up within the con�nes of a society.(Suzuki (1984) notes that the culture of a country af-fects all aspects of the life and thought of the peopleliving in that country.) Take the following remarks ofAuster (1995, p. 140):The text is no more than a springboard for theimagination. `Once upon a time there was a girlwho lived with her mother in a house at the edgeof a large wood.' You don't know what the girllooks like, you don't know what color the houseis, you don't know if the mother is tall or short,fat or thin, you know next to nothing. But themind won't allow these things to remain blank; it�lls in the details itself, it creates images based onits own memories and experiences|which is whythese stories [fairy tales] resonate so deeply insideus. (my emphasis)Auster uses considerations of the above sort to ex-plain why his own writing style, one that is frequentlydevoid of descriptive passages and the background thatcharacterize the typical novel, is still able to create full-edged worlds. Having been inuenced by fairy tales(the Brothers Grimm, the Thousand and One Nights,etc.), his works communicate in the most economicalway large amounts of information simply because, hethinks, the reader is able to supply the details basedon her own memories and experiences. In short, \[t]helistener becomes an active participant in the story"(Auster 1995, p. 140).Notice that the experiential nature of context cancause bona �de confusions for the participants in a`discourse.' The following example comes from eth-nomethodology (Sacks 1992, p. 473):On one occasion he [Phineas, a four-year old child]and other children had made a `ship' in the school-room, with an arrangement of tables and chairs.

Phineas' part in this was comparatively a passiveone, as he was but a `passenger' on the ship, andwas going on with his own pursuits on the voy-age, sitting at a table and sewing a canvas bag.Miss D. was with him `in the ship,' and all aroundthem the crew and the captain carried on the busi-ness of the voyage. And when, presently, a newsupply of thread was wanted, and Miss D. saidto Phineas \Will you get it out of the drawer?"Phineas replied \I can't get out of the ship whileit's going, can I?" and called out in a stentorianvoice to the `captain,' \Stop the ship, I want toget out." After some demur, the ship was broughtinto a `landing stage' and Phineas got out, securedhis thread, and got in again, saying \Now it cango again."In the reported scene, two agents A and C (Miss. D,adult, and Phineas, child), are individuating the real-ity in two di�erent ways. C's account of it as a boatscene is at odds with A's account of it as an imita-tive game, i.e., a game where kids simulate some realenvironment in their play. C, being totally immersedin the game, does not see that in games rules can beviolated whereas A is able to `switch' to the more re-alistic context whenever there is such a need. Hereis another, similar piece of data mentioned by Sacks(1992, p. 473):She [a �ve-year old girl] looked up at me expec-tantly, anticipating that I [the teacher] would pushher. I said �rmly, \No. Put your knee in thewagon and you can push yourself." She sat sev-eral seconds, obviously waiting for me to push her.She waited long enough to be certain I wasn't go-ing to push. Then she got down, put one kneein the wagon and the other on the oor of thecement porch, getting ready to push herself. Inorder to encourage her I said \Come on." Shedidn't move. She looked straight ahead. She an-nounced, \There's a car coming." Then she lookedat me indignantly. She was seemingly disgustedthat I couldn't see this car that she announced.An imaginary car was coming, and she had to waitfor it to get out of the way.Again, the teacher is assuming that the little girl cando the pushing act by just leaving the play context foran instant. The girl, on the other hand, is determinedto stay within the game context and take the requisiteprecautions such as minding an approaching car. Thecontexts of the teacher and the student are at a clash.Seven Dimensions of ContextIn a book I very much respect|and one which mustsoon receive the recognition it deserves|Harris (1988)surveyed the multitude of interacting kinds of knowl-edge and awareness that make up the context. Accord-ing to him, two principal dimensions of context are (i)world knowledge and (ii) knowledge of language. In



case of (ii), the many facets of linguistic knowledge in-volving word repetitions, abnormal ordering, etc. bringunusual complexities of meaning, as the following ex-cerpt from Charles Olson's I, Maximus of Gloucester,to You illustrates:But that which matters, that which insists, thatwhich will lastwhere shall you �nd it, my people, how, whereshall you listenwhen all is become billboards, when all, even si-lence, iswhen even the gulls,my roofs,when even you, when sound itselfAs for (i), Leech (1981, p. 69) notes that the studyof interpretation in context involves the encyclopedicknowledge of the world|which, he concedes, cannotbe practically included in the study of semantics|andgives the following example:[I]t is relevant to the interpretation of the sentence\Shall I put the sweater on?" to know whetheranyone has yet invented a sweater warmed by anelectric current.Harris enumerates �ve additional dimensions of con-text. These are the (iii) authorial, (iv) generic, (v) col-lective, (vi) speci�c, and (vii) textual dimensions. Theauthorial dimension arises from the body of availableinformation about the author and is clearly crucial inreconstructing the meaning of a text. Some authors doexpect their readers to be knowledgeable about partic-ular pieces of information about themselves. For in-stance, the casual reader of Soft Machine (by WilliamS. Burroughs) will be doing a better job of interpre-tation when she knows that the work has an autobi-ographical character and that the narrator in the fol-lowing opening paragraph is Burroughs himself:I was working the hole with the sailor and wedid not do bad. Fifteen cents on an averagenight boosting the afternoons and short-timingthe dawn we made out from the land of the free.But I was running out of veins.By the generic dimension, Harris hints at `genre,'i.e., the category of literary text characterized by aparticular style, form, or content. The author's in-tent to write will necessarily involve some notion ofgenre (poem, novel, detective story, etc.) and he willmost probably employ the conventions of his chosengenre to help the reader assign the proper interpreta-tion (Kessler, Nunberg, and Sch�utze 1997). It must benoted that awareness of genre cannot be easily achievedunless the reader is knowledgeable about the de�ni-tions and commentary of literary historians, e.g., a son-net is a lyric poem written in a single stanza, which : : :bla-bla-bla. For example, in the following poem (ForHettie, by LeRoi Jones), humor is certainly part of theauthor's intent and is achieved by parodying the useof proper English:

My wife is left-handed.[ : : : ][ : : : ] I sitpatiently, trying to tell herwhat's right. TAKE THAT DAMNPENCIL OUTTA THAT HAND. YOU'RERITING BACKWARDS. & such. [ : : : ]Leaving the co-textual ambiguities aside (for theyare rather well-understood, thanks in part to semantictheory), contextual ambiguities are usually born out ofa misplaced belief on the part of the author that thereader has access to the author's collective dimension.The author usually assumes that his imaginary readerhas a general grasp of the social institutions, customs,norms, etiquette, topical news items, and cultural andhistorical facts. Harris (1988, p. 107) notes that:Such collective knowledge is the subject of in-vestigation from a variety of disciplines: socio-linguistics, ethnomethodology, the sociology ofknowledge. John Searle calls such knowledgeand awareness `factual background information';Charles Altieri calls it the `cultural grammar';[Kent] Bach and [Robert] Harnish speak of `mu-tual contextual beliefs'; socio-linguists like DellHymes speak of the `ethnography of communica-tion'. Since we also know that we don't all sharethe same knowledge, we constantly make judg-ments about how much and what sort of back-ground information or cultural grammar personsto whom we are speaking or writing are likely topossess.The speci�c dimension|in contrast to the collec-tive dimension which attributes knowledge to the an-ticipated reader|comprises elements that are speci�cto the situation in which a discourse occurs. Harrisenumerates �ve interdependent aspects of the speci�cdimension (1988, p. 112):1. The physical situation: A porch in the second Sacksexample given earlier.2. The psychological conditions of the discourse partic-ipants: The teacher is indi�erent and the little girlis angry and fearful, in the same example.3. The socio-cultural relationship: Teacher/student, inthe same example.4. Interpersonal awareness: Speci�c personal knowl-edge of shared experiences, close to nil in the sameexample. Interpersonal awareness receives an excel-lent treatment in (Clark and Carlson 1992), where itis proposed that when a listener tries to understandwhat a speaker means, the process she goes throughcan be explained in terms of a common ground, i.e.,the knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions that the twoshare in a technical way.5. For any sentence, the immediately preceding ones:Obvious.



Finally, the textual dimension refers to the totalityof arguments, events, actions, etc. in the way these aregiven in the text. A coherent text is in fact a systemof interlocking subtexts, whose interpretations againstthe unfolding whole make small contributions to themeaning of the complete text. The process is, borrow-ing T. S. Eliot's words, one with \hundred indecisions"and \hundred visions and revisions," as the followingexcerpt explains (Harris 1988, p. 119):As the text unrolls, there is not only the cumu-lative build-up of e�ect through the linking of re-membered earlier elements to the new one. Thereis sometimes a backward ow, a revision of ear-lier understandings, emphases, or attitudes; theremay even be the emergence of a completely alteredframework or principle of organization.Context vs. Co-text, andDisambiguationIt is heartening to �nd echoes of Harris' observationsin other works. For example, Crystal (1991, pp. 78-79)also assumes that context encompasses the total lin-guistic and non-linguistic background to a text. Thelinguistics aspects are widely known; they include thespeci�c parts of a text neighboring a unit (e.g., a word)which is the focus of attention. The non-linguistic as-pects (which Crystal calls the situational context) in-clude the immediate situation in which the unit is em-ployed, and the awareness by the author and reader ofwhat has been said earlier plus the pertinent belief sys-tem (i.e., those beliefs and presuppositions germane tothe text at hand). Here's another concise descriptionof this two-fold character of context, this time comingfrom Blackburn (1994, p. 80):In linguistics, context is the parts of an utterancesurrounding a unit and which may a�ect both itsmeaning and its grammatical contribution. [: : :]Context also refers to the wider situation, eitherof the speaker or of the surroundings, that mayplay a part in determining the signi�cance of asaying. Sometimes the term co-text is used forthe narrow, purely linguistic context.An author assumes that a reader will try to obtaina coherent interpretation of his text. In order to fa-cilitate this, he provides help as to which contextualdimensions are relevant. If there is information thereader is not presumed to have, he makes it availableusing assorted devices. But in the end, we can never becertain about the authorial intention; the best we cando as a reader is to assess probabilities. Accordingly,the so-called disambiguating role of context should betaken with a grain of salt. While it is true that themost useful role context play is in the disambiguationof authorial meaning, this disambiguation will at bestattach a certain probability to each available alterna-tive reading (or sense). (Needless to say, a totally un-gainly alternative would have zero probability assigned

to it.) In the words of Leech (1981, pp. 66 and 68, re-spectively):[The] speci�cation of context (whether linguisticor non-linguistic) has the e�ect of narrowing downthe communicative possibilities of the message asit exists in abstraction from context. (my empha-sis)[M]eaning-in-context should be regarded as a nar-rowing down, or probabilistic weighting, of the listof potential meanings available to the user of thelanguage. (my emphases)My favorite example demonstrating why we cannottake a text and settle on an interpretation withoutmaking certain assumptions about the contextual di-mensions is due to Hobbs (1990, p. 26):When I �rst read the opening line of Shakespeare's68th sonnet,Thus is his cheek the map of days outworn,I had a very powerful image of an old man whoseface was deeply wrinkled. These wrinkles werelike the roads on the map of the life he had led.Later I read the footnotes. \Map" meant \sym-bol." \Days outworn" meant \ancient or clas-sical times." The line meant that his face wasthe symbol of classical beauty|almost the pre-cise opposite of my interpretation. I had inter-preted the line against a belief system that in-cluded knowledge of Rand-McNally road mapsand beliefs about the romanticization of old age.The function of footnotes is to tell the modernreader something of the belief system Shakespearemust have assumed he shared with his Elizabethanreader. (my emphases)Using the above approach of Leech, we can refor-mulate this by saying that the interpretation achievedas a result of paying attention to the footnotes isthe highly probable (consequently the most authentic)one. Hobbs' own interpretation, while it had initiallyenough intuitive elements to justify it, is thus defeatedand assigned zero probability in the end.In the remainder of the paper, I take a quick lookat the proposals of Hobbs (1990) and Barwise (1989),which also include the author's intention and thereader's belief system in elucidating the meaning ofa literary work. While these works have numerous as-pects which overlap with Harris' theory, I will not ex-plicitly highlight these coincidences and let the readernotice them. HobbsHobbs assumes that the reader's interpretation proce-dure works by translating the text into some knowledgerepresentation scheme (e.g., logical formulas) and then



drawing inferences from her belief system so as to sat-isfy the requirements for a `good' interpretation. Heenumerates four crucial elements as belonging to theset of requirements:1. There is a common ground, of the sort Clark andCarlson (1992) advocate, between the author andthe reader.2. There are constraints in e�ect which ease the in-terpretation of many instances of metaphor andmetonymy. (\But metaphors do not automaticallycatch on and inuence people; they have to �t inwith a feeling in the air, or Zeitgeist, which dif-fers from language to language," cautions Aitchison(1997, p. 91).)3. Di�erent parts of the text should be taken as co-herently interconnected, leading to a unitary struc-ture for the whole. (This also explains in part thedi�culties encountered in interpreting post-modernliterature.)4. The text should be related by the reader to her the-ory of what the author is trying to achieve.Hobbs comes up with a formula which he thinks isapplicable in general:F (K;T ) = IHere F is an interpretation procedure employed bythe reader. Hobbs thinks that AI work in discourseanalysis gave at least some indication what F lookslike. T is the sequence of words that comprise thetext; it is assumed to be given. (Hobbs puts forwardan interesting account of how realistic this assumptionis and how it may be disputed. I omit this discus-sion because it does not contribute to the problem athand.) I is the interpretation, i.e., a formal represen-tation of the content of the text that satis�es the fourpoints made above. Hobbs is especially careful aboutthe fourth point (1990, p. 18):The text needs to be related to the [reader's] the-ory of what is going on in the environment. Typ-ically, but not always, this includes the [reader's]beliefs about the author's intention, or more gen-erally, the author's plan as it unfolds in time; the[reader] should try to relate the text to what the[reader] believes the author is trying to accom-plish.K is the belief system and includes the whole rangeof beliefs, from naive knowledge about the physicalworld (Akman and ten Hagen 1989) to interpretiveconventions for assorted genres (Kessler, Nunberg, andSch�utze 1997). Basically it is in K the context is en-coded.Since F and T are assumed to be given in the aboveequation, we must determine K and I. We have anequation with two indeterminates. Hobbs suggeststhat the way we `solve' the equation is via hypothe-sizing a K-I pair. That is, we consider a particular

interpretation I of the text together with a belief setK that will uphold I. (Hobbs calls the pair a theoryof the text.) To decide among alternative theories oftext, the reader tries to �nd the best K and the bestI, in the light of the four desiderata (for I) mentionedearlier. BarwiseBarwise (1989) sees all critical discourse as comprisingone or more parts of the following trio: author, liter-ary text, and reader (critic). The critic tries to cap-ture what the author has created. In this endeavor,she assumes that the author's creative process �nds itsroots in the author's intentions. Barwise notes thatthe original intention and the `achieved' intention maynot coincide. During the creative process, what theauthor is trying to do is intentional. However, oncethe work is created then we have something actual, sothe critic should talk about the e�ect the work aims toevoke, the principles organizing the work into a whole,the meaning the work suggests, etc.Like Hobbs (1990), Barwise has an abstract equationformulating the relation between meaning and content:ContentR(S;C) = PHere, R is the conventions of the language, C is thecircumstances (context) shared by the speaker and lis-tener (or the author and the reader), and P is thepropositional content the speaker wants to convey. Theauthor's task is to �nd an expression S that satis�esthis equation. The task of the reader, on the otherhand, is to determine P , given R, C, and S. All of thefour parameters in the equation are at the speaker'sdisposal. He can `adjust' them, as long as the equa-tion is satis�ed. Clearly, if the author experimentswith R|as in Joyce's Finnegans Wake or Burroughs'Naked Lunch|there is a lessened chance of his beingunderstood, at least by the casual reader. (Unless,that is, the original text is accompanied by illuminat-ing marginal notes and comments, pace Martin Gard-ner's annotated Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.)The circumstances (C) can be studied as four partswhich may possibly overlap:1. Articulated constituents: This is what we havetermed as co-text earlier. In general, it determinesthe interpretation of indexicals, among others. Inthe Burroughs example, the co-text contributes thenarrator with \I."2. Unarticulated constituents: These are things whoseexistence follow. When the narrator says \we did notdo bad" in the Burroughs example, we understandthat \we" stands for the narrator plus the sailor.3. Articulated non-constituents: In the Burroughs ex-ample, when the narrator says that \he was runningout of veins," we learn that he was frequently doingjunk, but this is not part of the content of what thenarrator said.
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